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Goal Programming (GP) is an important analytical approach devised to solve many real-
world problems. The first GP model is known as Weighted Goal Programming (WGP). How-
ever, Multi-Choice Aspirations Level (MCAL) problems cannot be solved by current GP
techniques. In this paper, we propose a Multi-Choice Mixed Integer Goal Programming
model (MCMI-GP) for the aggregate production planning of a Brazilian sugar and ethanol
milling company. The MC-MIGP model was based on traditional selection and process
methods for the design of lots, representing the production system of sugar, alcohol, molas-
ses and derivatives. The research covers decisions on the agricultural and cutting stages,
sugarcane loading and transportation by suppliers and, especially, energy cogeneration
decisions; that is, the choice of production process, including storage stages and distribu-
tion. The MCMIGP allows decision-makers to set multiple aspiration levels for their prob-
lems in which ‘‘the more/higher, the better’’ and ‘‘the less/lower, the better’’ in the
aspiration levels are addressed. An application of the proposed model for real problems
in a Brazilian sugar and ethanol mill was conducted; producing interesting results that
are herein reported and commented upon. Also, it was made a comparison between MCMI
GP and WGP models using these real cases.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The two largest ethanol producers in the world are, in order, the United States of America (USA) and Brazil as showed in
Fig. 1. It is used mainly in the USA corn for obtaining ethanol, whereas in Brazil uses sugarcane. In USA sugarcane production
is concentrated primarily in the states of Louisiana and Florida, with some production also located in Texas, Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico [1].

In Brazil, the total production of sugarcane by the sugar industry in 2009 was 612.21 million ton, a national record,
according to the National Supply Company Conab [2]. Ever since, much research has been carried out aiming to improve
the sector’s operational and financial performance. Colin [3] appointed that Brazil has the largest fleet of vehicles with en-
gines moved by ethanol in the world, and they consumed around a third of the ethanol world’s production that was 52,500
million cubic meters in 2007.
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Fig. 1. Fuel ethanol production in 10 leading countries and the world, 2010. Source: [4].

Fig. 2. Global sugar scenario.
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The world sugar production for the 2010–11 marketing year was estimated at 161.9 million tons, and the world market
sugar prices reached a 30-year high in November/2011. Fig. 2 presents, for the period from 2007 to 2011, global sugar data
about major countries production, consumption, import and export. In fact sugar and ethanol are important to global eco-
nomics, particularly to Brazil where this business sector represents a relevant parcel of its Gross Domestic Product – GDP [5].
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In the following we present some research related to the theme and the techniques deployed which have been recently
published in scientific journals.

Iannoni and Morabito [6] analyzed the sugarcane receiving procedures in a milling plant using discrete events simulation
to evaluate road transport logistics. For more information on discrete event simulations please refer to Montevechi et al. [7].

Kawamura et al. [8] utilized a multi-period linear programming model as support for decisions related to transport prod-
ucts and storage needed by sugar and alcohol producers of a cooperative association. Mathew and Rajendran [9], also using
simulation, evaluated the maintenance programming routines of a sugar and ethanol plant, aiming to establish a reasonable
break between maintenance shutdowns.

Cock et al. [10] developed a methodology for the selection of sugarcane variety, analyzing the full processing cost of every
variety. By using simulation, Higgins and Davies [11] carried out a study aiming to improve the sugarcane transport logistics
planning. Yoshizaki et al. [12] made use of a mathematical model in order to solve an alcohol distribution problem in south-
east Brazil.

As approached by Jiuping and Liming [13] and Wey and Wu [14], a multi-objective optimization model that utilizes Ana-
lytic Network Process (ANP) was proposed. Higgins [15], Higgins et al. [16], Milan et al. [17] and Paiva and Morabito [18]
made use of mono-objective optimal design models, applied to sugarcane cutting programming processes, integrated with
the provision of transport to crushing plants, also regarding the stage of the sugarcane industrial process.

Bertolini and Bevilacqua [19] combined goal programming (GP) with Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for decisions re-
lated to maintenance as Schniederjans and Tim [20] did, combining GP with AHP process and Activity-Based Costing (ABC)
for the selection of cost drivers. Gokcen and Erel [21] developed a GP approach for a mixed-model assembly line balancing
problem, and they suggested that the GP model provides flexibility to decision makers when evaluating different alterna-
tives. Badri [22] studied the combination of AHP and GP for a global facility location/allocation problem, which offers a sys-
tematic approach to location–allocation decision procedures.

Wang and Liang [23] studied the possibility of applying this linear programming to aggregate production planning. This
proposed approach uses the strategy of simultaneously minimizing the most possible value of the imprecise total costs, max-
imizing the possibility of obtaining lower total costs, while minimizing the risk of higher total costs.

Grunow et al. [24] studied how to apply mixed integer optimization in the supply and production of raw sugar. Their
planning problem is structured in a hierarchical fashion: (1) cultivation of the farm, (2) harvesting, and (3) dispatching of
the harvesting crews and equipment. The corresponding optimization models and the solution procedures are introduced
and applied to the case study. For Lisson et al. [25] a basic understanding and appreciation of the key sugarcane physiological
processes, and the interactions with other processes in the farming system, is the foundation to many of the decisions made
along the value chain of any cropping industry; as the genotype and site selection, the strategic crop management, infra-
structure investment, and marketing decisions.

Leung and Chan [26] applied GP in aggregate production planning with resource utilization constraints. Liao [27] pro-
posed a new programming approach to the Multi-Segment Aspiration Level – MSAL problem from the viewpoint of mul-
ti-aspiration contribution levels, also known by Multi-Segment Goal Programming – MSGP. Chang [28] proposed a new
model known as Multi-Choice Goal Programming – MCGP and compared it with Weight Goal Programming – WGP [29]
for small examples. Other related works proposed were: the revised Multi-Choice Goal Programming – RMCGP model
[30], the Interval Goal Programming model for S-shaped penalty function [31], a Revised Multi-Segment Goal Programming
Model – RMSGP [32], an application of the RMCGP model for a multi-period, multi-stage inventory controlled supply chain
model [33], and a multi-coefficients goal programming model [34].

The objectives of this research were to develop and to apply a Multi-Choice Mixed Integer Goal Programming (MCMIGP)
model to a real large-scale aggregate production planning problem in a sugar and ethanol milling company, including energy
cogeneration, and to compare these results with those obtained by using a WGP model.

The proposed MCMIGP model has the capability to handle realistic situations in an environment of uncertainties and pro-
vides another decision tool for aggregate production planning of sugar and ethanol milling companies. In following, we pres-
ent some characteristics of this research which differ from those available in the referenced literature herein studied:

� Integration between agricultural and industrial phases with the distribution phases in a multi-choice mixed integer goal
programming model, supporting decisions during harvest seasons and between harvest periods;
� The application of the proposed MCMIGP for the real large-scale problems of a Brazilian sugar and ethanol mill;
� The generation of scenarios is facilitated, which allows rapid reevaluation assumptions made for each goal;
� The application of the proposed model in mixed integer major problems;
� The generation of new perspectives, enabling the sugar and ethanol company to carry out quick questioning of decisions

on the allocation of the production goals established, whereas the monitoring, reassessment and collection of the harvest
planning can be performed with greater speed.

This paper is organized into sections. In Section 2, we briefly describe the GP approach. In Section 3, we present a multi-
choice goal programming; in Section 4 we comment the research’s justification, materials and method. Section 5 refers to the
development of the MCMIGP model, and, finally, Section 6 is dedicated to the comparisons between MCMIGP and WGP mod-
els and Section 7 we have the conclusions and future research directions, followed by the references.
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2. Goal programming approach

One of the benefits of using multi-objective optimization models is the possibility of extracting meaningful information
related to the analyzed problem, enabling different analyzes and perceptions, as pointed by Deb [35] and Chang [28].

During the 1970s, Operational Research mathematical models considered orthodox were discredited for the solution of
complex management issues Ackoff [36]. A few years later, Ignizio [29] argued that such problems should not be analyzed,
aiming only at an optimum solution. On the other hand, it should be seen from the perspective of achieving solutions that
would enable the generation of knowledge and learning. GP refers to a multi-objective optimization technique used by deci-
sion-makers to solve complex problems, and by those committed to finding solutions which will satisfy most of the objec-
tives [37–39]. GP is an important technique for decision-makers (DMs) to solve multi-objectives decision-making (MODM)
problems in finding a set of satisfying solutions [28].

In GP, not all restrictions are rigid or fixed, as in traditional optimization models. In this way, some resources may be over
or under used in comparison to what was previously forecasted, depending on the goals set by the decision-makers. There
are several alternative approaches to GP, associated with several mathematical programming models, each for specific
applications.

The first GP model, known as Weighted Goal Programming (WGP), may be represented by (1)–(4), as proposed by Char-
nes and Cooper [40] and summarized by Ignizio [29].

Achievement function
min
Xn

i¼1

ðaid
þ
i þ bid

�
i Þ: ð1Þ
Goals and constraints:
s:t : f iðXÞ þ d�i � dþi ¼ gi; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n; ð2Þ
dþi ; d

�
i P 0; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n; ð3Þ

X 2 F ðF is feasible setÞ; ð4Þ
where parameter ai and bi are the weights reflecting preferential and normalizing purposes attached to a positive and neg-
ative deviation of ith goal, respectively; d�i ¼maxð0; gi � fiðXÞÞ, dþi ¼maxð0; fiðXÞ � giÞ, are, respectively, under- and over-
achievements of the ith goal; fi(X) and gi are defined as in GP model.

There are many GP models, for example, Lexicographic GP, Minmax GP, Mixed integer goal programming, Binary GP, Inte-
ger GP, Minmax GP, Mixed binary GP, and Nonlinear GP, one common characteristic of all the different types of GP models
introduced so far is that each goal is formulated in a precise way with coefficients defined by crispy numbers.

For specific purposes, many diversified GP methods have been derived in the literature, as examples of such publications
are: [41–44,37,45].

Multi-Choice Goal Programming (MCGP) was developed by Chang [28] to solve Multi-Choice Aspiration Levels (MCAL)
problems. According to Chang [28], making decisions is part of our daily lives. However, in some cases, the author believes
that there may be situations where the DMs would like to make a decision, taking into account the goal that can be achieved
from some specific aspiration levels (i.e., one goal mapping many aspiration levels), and this problem cannot be solved by
current GP approaches. This case is a typical MCGP problem and can be expressed as follows:
min
Xn

i¼1

jfiðXÞ � gi1 or gi2 or . . . or gimj; ð5Þ

s:t: X 2 F ðF is a feasible setÞ; ð6Þ
where all variables are defined as in GP.
In this paper the proposed MCMIGP is based on the maximization of gijSij(A) (for something more/higher is better in the

aspirations levels), as expressed by (7)–(13):
Min
Xn

i¼1

dþi þ d�i þ nþi þ n�i ; ð7Þ

s:t: f iðXÞ þ dþi � d�i ¼ /i; ð8Þ
/i ¼ gij � Sij; ð9Þ

1
gmax� gmin

/i þ n�i � nþi ¼
gmax or gmin
gmax� gmin

; ð10Þ

SijðAÞ 2 RiðxÞ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n; ð11Þ
dþi ; d

�
i ;n

þ
i ;n

�
i P 0 i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n; ð12Þ

X 2 F ðF is a feasible setÞ; ð13Þ
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where Sij(A) represents a function of binary serial number; Ri(x) is the function of resource limitations; dþi ; d
�
i ;n

þ
i ;n

�
i are the

negative and positive deviation variables, respectively; /i = gij � Sij is an additional continuous variable; gmax and gmin are,
respectively, lower and upper bound of right-hand side (i.e., aspirations levels).

An alternative formulation would be based on the minimization of gij � Sij(A) (for something less/lower is better in the
aspirations levels).

In this paper, we aimed to give some contributions for the literature of multi-choice goal programming. In other words,
we sought to enable its application to the real problems of Brazilian sugar and ethanol mills. The proposed model is covered
by 8626 constraints, 1258 binary variables and 36,647 non-negative variables.

The difference of this work in relation to the work of Chang [28] is the application in Mixed Integer Goal Programming
problems and optimization of real large-size problems. For more details about multi-choice and multi-segment goal pro-
gramming please refer to Chang [30,32], Chang and Lin [31], Chang et al. [33,34] and Liao [27].

3. Research method

According to Chang [28], in real-life, many imprecise aspiration levels may exist, and in the sugarcane agro-industry
many uncertainties are inherent to the planning process, such as: uncertainties regarding the commodity markets, those re-
lated to raw material and the production process.

Quantitative models and methods applied in the planning of the industrial tasks of sugar and ethanol milling companies
are not available in the literature, although, such complex activity is held responsible for important decisions as agreed by
Paiva and Morabito [18].

Aouni and Kettani [46] commented that throughout the 40 years after GP came to light, it has been applied in several
sectors; however, we could not identify any applications in the sugar and ethanol sector. Urı́a et al. [47] commented that
GP is the oldest and the most widely used multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) approach in a number of cases.

The wide range of fields where GP has been applied is actually impressive. However, no application in sugar and ethanol
milling companies has been mentioned. Caballero et al. [48] commented that GP has successfully been applied in many dif-
ferent disciplines. Thus, all these facts indicate that GP is a very interesting decision tool that can be implemented to tackle
different kinds of problems.

In this context, the research herein conducted is justified by its relevance and expressiveness to Brazilian sugar and eth-
anol milling companies, concerning wealth and job generation for the country. The research has also made a scientific con-
tribution by developing new real applications for Multi-Choice GP (MCGP) models.

The research adopted was proposed by Bertrand and Fransoo [49] and Bryman and Bell [50], and may be classified as
empirical-descriptive applied to practice, having a quantitative approach and a technical modeling procedure. In order to
apply the MIGP model in a real sugar and ethanol plant, research phases were performed:

(a) Problem identification. Conceptualization of sugar and ethanol agricultural, industrial and logistics processes. Some
milling companies were visited and one was chosen for the MIGP application;

(b) Data collection. Data collected internally and company contracts were analyzed;
(c) Modeling. An MCMIGP model was developed for the studied company;
(d) Model solution. It was utilized GAMS language and CPLEX solver;
(e) Results validation. Experts from the company were consulted on the validity of the results.

The Fig. 3 illustrates the questions the research intended to answer concerning the milling processes steps of extraction,
production, storage and distribution, with a view to integrate the harvest seasons and the periods between harvest. Such
stages and their respective modeling are represented in Section 4.

4. Sugar and ethanol production flow, MCMIGP and WGP models

Paiva and Morabito [18] describe a typical sugar and ethanol industrial process. The final possible products are 7 types of
sugar, 2 types of ethanol, and 1 type of molasses. The types of sugar are Crystal, Demerara, Extra, Special, Superior, Very High
Polarized (VHP), and Very Very High Polarized (VVHP); and the two types of ethanol are Anhydrous (AEAC) and Hydrated
(AEHC).

Fig. 4 illustrates the main operations and the material flow among them: weighting, storage, washing, milling, juice clar-
ification, evaporation, fermentation, distillation, and crystallization. The main losses from the process (washing loss, milling
loss and so on) were also included. An important piece of information presented in Fig. 4 is the identification of the process
stages, where changes can occur. These stages are TS1, TS2, TM, SJM, and 1-SJM. The several types of products can be pro-
duced by a combination of these changing processes.

The aggregate model uses three matrices to prepare the input data for the optimization model:

� Matrix of industrial processes A, composed by the quantity of each product p (e.g., sugars, ethanol and molasses) pro-
duced by each process k in each period t;



Fig. 3. Research questions.

Fig. 4. Sugar and ethanol process flow (source: [18]).
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� Matrix of industrial cost CK, composed by the cost of using process k in each period t;
� Matrix of agricultural cost C, composed by the cost of obtaining sugarcane type m in each period t.
� In this paper, the calculation of matrices A, CK, and C will not be shown. For more details, please consult Paiva and

Morabito [18].

4.1. Multi-choice mixed integer goal programming model

The sets, parameters, variables, objective function and constraints of the Multi-Choice Mixed Integer programming
(MCMIGP) model are:

Sets

k
 Industrial processes, k 2 K, K ¼ f1;2; . . . ;24g;

t
 Planning periods, t 2 T, T ¼ f1;2; . . . ;52g;

p
 Final products, p 2 P, P = {VHP,VVHP,Crystal,Ethanol}.

m
 Sugarcane suppliers, m 2M, M = {prop,rent}.

f
 Sugarcane transport suppliers, f 2 F, F = {Fprop};

e
 Inventory places, e 2 E, E = {Eprop};
(continued on next page)
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i
 Destination, i 2 I, I = {Destination 1,Destination 2, . . . ,Destination I};

l
 Distribution of sugar and ethanol, l 2 L, L = {Transport Provider 1,Transport Provider 2, . . . ,Transport Provider L};

pp
 Co-products, pp 2 PP, PP = {Bagasse, fusel oil}.

Parameters
Mmin
t

Minimum milling capacity [ton/week];
Mmax
t
 Maximum milling capacity [ton/week];
MC
 Cash flow available for the season [$];

CTf
 Capacity of transport supplier f [ton/week];

at
 Maximum percentage of farmers’ sugarcane in period t [%];

bf t
 Availability of transport supplier f in period t [%];

ut
 Percentage of available operation time in the plant in period t [%];

ct
 Forecasted efficiency of milling shutdowns in period t [%];

Cestpe
 Inventory capacity of product p in each place of storage e [ton] for sugar and molasses, or [m3] for ethanol;

Lft
 Variable cost of cutting, loading and transporting sugarcane with transport supplier f in period t [$/ton];

hpe
 Variable cost of inventory of product p in each storage place e [$/ton] or [$/m3];

hspe
 Cost of inventory in the after harvesting period of product p in each storage place e [$/ton] or [$/m3];

DSpt
 Demand of product p in period t [ton] or [m3];

DSPpit
 Demand of product p in period t for destination i [ton] or [m3];

VPpt
 Revenue of product p in period t [$/ton] or [$/m3];

Ipe0
 Initial inventory of product p in each place of storage e [ton] or [m3];

Dispm0
 Sugarcane harvesting forecast of sugarcane supplier m [ton];

M0m0
 Quantity of sugarcane harvested before the first planning period of sugarcane supplier m [ton];

Apkt
 Matrix of industrial processes yields. Represents each product p yields on each industrial processes k in

period t [ton] or [m3];

CKkt
 Matrix of industrial costs. Represents each industrial processes k cost in period t [$/ton];

Cmt
 Matrix of agricultural costs. Represents each sugarcane supplier m cost in period t [$/ton].

Dispmt
 Availability of sugarcane supplier m in period t [ton];

Ipet
 Inventory variable of product p in each place of storage e in period t [ton];

Cilt
 Shipping cost to destination i using transport provider l, in period t [$];

CACpilt
 Shipping cost of products p to destination i using transport provider l in period t [$];

Ib0
 Initial inventory of bagasse [ton];

Fibermt
 Cane fiber type m, in period t [%];

Ubt
 Humidity of bagasse after milling, in period t [%];

Eb
 Minimum percentage of inventory bagasse production [%];

EPb
 Inventory of bagasse for passage harvest [ton];

RC
 Average yield of boilers [ton vapor/t bagasse];

RCF
 Average yield the powerhouse [MWh/ton vapor];

CFVAP
 Fixed consumption of steam in the grinding [ton vapor/ton cane];

CVAPp
 Variable consumption of steam served for each product p [ton vapor/ton or m3];

CFE
 Fixed consumption of energy in the milling [MWh/ton cane];

CVEp
 Variable consumption of energy in each product p [MWh/ton or m3];

VAPmax
 Maximum daily production of steam vapor [ton/day];

EGmax
 Maximum generating daily energy [MWh/day];

VE
 Value of energy sold [$/MWh];

DACpt
 Demand of product p in period t [ton] or [m3];

DACSppt
 Demand of co-product p in period t [ton] or [m3];

VPSppt
 Revenue of co-product p in period t [$];

CSppt
 Cost of production of co-product p in period t [ton] or [m3];

VVPLpit
 Revenue of product p for destination i in period t [$];

DACSpt
 Demand of co-product p in period t [ton] or [m3];

VPSpt
 Revenue of co-product p in period t [$];

GOALh1
 Desired storage cost [$];

GOALh2
 Desired raw-material transport cost [$];

GOALh3
 Desired raw-material cost [$];

GOALh4
 Desired raw-material processing cost [$];

GOALh5
 Desired transport provider cost [$];

GOALh6
 Desired co-product cost [$];

GOALc1
 Desired VHP sugar production [ton];

GOALc2
 Desired VVHP sugar production [ton];
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GOALc3
 Desired Crystal sugar production [ton];

GOALc4
 Desired AEHC production [m3];

GOALc5
 Desired energy production [MW].

Decision variables

Xkt
 Process selection variable [no dimension] – decision of using (Xkt = 1) or not using (Xkt = 0) process k in period

t;

Mt
 Decision variable of quantity of sugarcane crushed in period t [ton];

M0mt
 Decision variable of quantity of sugarcane from sugarcane supplier m in period t [ton];

M00ft
 Decision variable of quantity of sugarcane transport supplier f in period t [ton];
M000kt
 Decision variable of quantity of sugarcane crushed by process k in period t [ton];

Ipet
 Inventory level of product p in each storage place e in period t [ton] or [m3].

XACpilt
 Sugar and ethanol quantity of product p to be delivered i to destination i by using transport provider l in

period t;

Ibt
 Inventory level of bagasse for energy cogeneration in period t [ton];

Mbt
 Quantity of bagasse consumed for production of vapor in period t [ton];

VAPt
 Quantity of vapor production in period t [ton];

EGt
 Quantity of energy cogeneration in period t [MW/h];

EEt
 Quantity of energy exported in period t [MW/h].

Auxiliary variables

dþh1
Negative deviation variable of GOALh1 (storage cost goal);
d�h1
 Positive deviation variable of GOALh1 (storage cost goal);
dþh2

Negative deviation variable GOALh2 (raw-material transport cost goal);
d�h2
 Positive deviation variable of GOALh2 (raw-material transport cost goal);
dþh3

Negative deviation variable of GOALh3 (raw-material goal);
d�h3
 Positive deviation variable of GOALh3 (raw-material goal);

dþh4
Negative deviation variable of GOALh4 (raw-material processing cost goal);
d�h4
 Positive deviation variable of GOALh4 (raw-material processing cost goal);
dþh5

Negative deviation variable of GOALh5 (transport provider cost goal);
d�h5
 Positive deviation variable of GOALh5 (transport provider cost goal);
dþh6

Negative deviation variable of GOALh6 (co-product cost goal);
d�h6
 Positive deviation variable of GOALh6 (co-product cost goal);

d�c1
 Positive deviation variable of GOALc1 (total VHP sugar production goal);
dþc1

Negative deviation variable of GOALc1 (total VHP sugar production goal);
d�c2
 Positive deviation variable of GOALc2 (total VVHP sugar production goal);
dþc2

Negative deviation variable of GOALc2 (total VVHP sugar production goal);
d�c3
 Positive deviation variable of GOALc3 (total Crystal sugar production goal);

dþc3
Negative deviation variable of GOALc3 (total Crystal sugar production goal);
d�c4
 Positive deviation variable of GOALc4 (total AEHC Production goal);
dþc4

Negative deviation variable of GOALc4 (total AHEC production goal);
nþh1
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /1;

n�h1
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /1;

nþh2
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /2;

n�h2
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /2;

nþh3
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /3;

n�h3
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /3;

nþh4
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /4;

n�h4
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /4;

nþh5
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /5;

n�h5
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /5;

nþh6
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /6;

n�h6
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /6;

nþc1
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /7;

n�c1
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /7;

nþc2
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /8;

n�c2
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /8;
(continued on next page)
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nþc3
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /9;

n�c3
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /9;

nþc4
 Deviation variable of over-achievement of /10;

n�c4
 Deviation variable of under-achievement of /10;

Z1
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gc1;

Z2
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gc2;

Z3
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gc3;

Z4
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gc4;

Z5
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gh1;

Z6
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gh2;

Z7
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gh3;

Z8
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gh4;

Z9
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gh5;

Z10
 Binary variable for aspiration level to goal Gh6;
A MCMIGP is developed to solve the aggregate production-planning problem for the sugar and ethanol milling company.
The studied company indicated the following goals:

(1) Variable cost (GOALh1; GOALh2; GOALh3; GOALh4; GOALh5);
(2) Production (GOALc1; GOALc2; GOALc3; GOALc4).

The goals formulations can be expressed as follows:
Goals:
ðGOALh1Þ
X
p2P

X
e2E

X
t2T

hpetIpet ¼ 900;000 or 1;000;000; ð14Þ

ðGOALh2Þ
X
f2F

X
t2T

lftM
00
ft ¼ 26; 000; 000 or 27;000;000; ð15Þ
Table 1
The summary proposed model.

Inputs Outputs Goals

Agricultural phases

Mmin
t

Mmax
t

CTf M00ft
/t Mt GOALh2

bft M0mt GOALh3

Lft Dispmt

Dispm0

M0m0

Cmt

Industrial phases
MCt

/t

ct

Cestpe M000kt GOALh1

hspe GOALh4

DSpt GOALc1

Vpt GOALc2

VCpt X000kt GOALc3

DACSppt Ipet GOALc4

VPSppt

Ipe0

Apkt

CKkt

Ib0 Ibt GOALc5

Fibermt EGt

Distribution phases
DSPpit

CACpilt XACpilt GOALh5

VVPLpit
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ðGOALh3Þ
X
m2M

X
t2T

CmtM
0
mt ¼ 50;000;000 or 52;000;000; ð16Þ

ðGOALh4Þ
X
k2K

X
t2T

CKktM
000
kt ¼ 9;300; 000 or 9;600;000; ð17Þ

ðGOALh5Þ
X
p2P

X
i2I

X
l2L

X
t2T

CACpiltDSPpit ¼ 1;500;000 or 1;800;000; ð18Þ

ðGOALh6Þ
X

pp2PP

X
t2T

DACS � Cs ¼ 1;500;000 or 1;800;000; ð19Þ

ðGOALc1Þ
X

\vhp"2PP

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt ¼ 10;000 or 15;000; ð20Þ

ðGOALc2Þ
X

\vvhp"2PP

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt ¼ 25;000 or 30;000; ð21Þ

ðGOALc3Þ
X

\crystal"2PP

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt ¼ 20;000 or 25;000; ð22Þ

ðGOALc4Þ
X

\ethanol"2PP

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt ¼ 80;000 or 85; 000; ð23Þ
The sugar and ethanol process flow in the company matches with Fig. 4. As such, the same sets, parameters and variables
from Section 5 will be adopted. Table 1 summarizes inputs, outputs, and goals from the proposed model.

In addition, some new elements proper to this application, regarding agricultural and logistical processes, were incorpo-
rated into MCMIGP model. The achievement function and Constraints are formulated by (25)–(81):

Achievement function
MinD ¼

dþh1 þ d�h1 þ dþh2 þ d�h2 þ dþh3 þ d�h3 þ dþh4 þ d�h4 þ dþh5 þ d�h5 þ d�c1 þ dþc1

þd�c2 þ dþc2 þ d�c3 þ dþc3 þ dþc4 þ d�c4 þ d�r þ dþr þ nþr þ n�r þ nþc1 þ n�c1

þnþc2 þ n�c2 þ nþc3 þ n�c3 þ nþc4 þ n�c4 þ nþh1 þ n�h1 þ nþh2

þn�h2 þ nþh3 þ n�h3 þ nþh4 þ n�h4 þ nþh5 þ n�h5 þ nþ11 þ n�11 þ d�c5 þ dþc5

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
: ð25Þ
Constraints

– Constraint (26) represents the contribution margin of all agro-industrial, industrial and distribution phases of the milling
company.
X
p2P

X
k2K

X
t2T

VPptApktMt þ
X
p2P

X
i2I

X
t2T

VVPLpit �DSPpit þ
X

pp2PP

X
t2T

DACS �Vps�

þ
X
m2M

X
t2T

Cmt �M0
mt þ

X
p2P

X
t2T

hpe � Iþpet

X
k2K

X
t2T

CKkt �M
000
kt

þ
X
f2F

X
t2T

Lft �M
00
ft þ

X
p2P

X
t2T

hspe � Ipe � \T"

þ
X
pilt

X
p2P

X
i2I

X
l2L

X
t2T

CACpiltDSPpilt þ
X

pp2PP

X
t2T

DACS � Cs

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

P MC:

ð26Þ
– Eq. (27) is the small bucket constraint in each period t, which means that only one process can be used in each week;
X
k2K

Xkt ¼ 1 8t 2 T: ð27Þ
– Eq. (28) is the inventory balance of final product p for destination i in period t;
X
e2E

Ipet ¼ I0 þ
X
e2E

Ipet�1
þ
X
k2K

ApktMt � DACpt 8t 2 T: ð28Þ
– System (29) are the compatibility constraints over variables M0
mt , M000

kt , M00
ft and Mt , which means that this is a single-stage

model.
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X
m2M

M00
mt ¼

X
f2F

M00
ft 8t 2 T;

X
f2F

M00
ft ¼

X
k2K

M000
kt 8t 2 T;

X
k2K

M000
kt ¼ Mt 8t 2 T:

ð29Þ
– System (30) are the availability constraints over sugarcane m in each period t.
Dispmt ¼ Dispm t�1 �M0
m t�1 8m 2 M; 8t 2 T;

Dispm t�1 �M0
m t�1 P M0

mt 8m 2 M; 8t 2 T:
ð30Þ
– Eq. (31) is the constraint of utilization of all available sugarcane in the harvesting season; it assumes that if part of the
sugarcane planted is not available for the present season, this amount is not taken into account by the model.
X

m2M

dispmt ¼
X
t2T

mt : ð31Þ
– Inequality (32) is the capacity constraint for the quantity of sugarcane crushed in each period t.
Mmin
t

ut

100
ct

100
6 M0

t 6 Mmax
t

ut

100
ct

100
8t 2 T: ð32Þ
– Inequality (33) restricts the amount of sugarcane supplied by farmers and by the mill owners (prop and rent, respectively)
that is going to be crushed in period t, the two main reasons to use such constraint are: modeling the periods that farmers
and mill owners accept for supplying their sugarcane; reserving a minimum amount of sugarcane that is going to be sup-
plied by the mill farms (prop and rent), which represents the amount required by the agronomic planners considering the
consequences of changing time of harvest and other constraints involved in the harvesting scheduling of paddocks.
M0
prop þM0

rend 6 /tMt 8t 2 T: ð33Þ
– Inequality (34) is the capacity constraint for the quantity of sugarcane transported by mill owned transport system f in
period t.
M00
ft 6

bft

100
� ct

100
� CTf 8f 2 F; 8t 2 T: ð34Þ
– Constraint (35) imposes that the quantity of sugarcane processed by process k in period tðM000
ktÞ should be zero if process k

is not used in period k (Xkt = 0), and it should be less than or equal to Mmax otherwise (Xkt = 1).
M000
kt 6 Mmax

t Xkt 8k 2 K; 8t 2 T: ð35Þ
– Inequality (36) is the constraint of inventory capacity of product p in each storage place e in period t.
Ipet 6 Cestpe 8p 2 P; 8e 2 E; 8t 2 T: ð36Þ
– Eq. (37) calculates the total VHP sugar production.
X
\vhp"2P

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt þ d�c1 � dþc1 ¼ /7: ð37Þ
– Eqs. (38) and (39) are complementary to Eq. (36).
/7 ¼ 10;000z1 þ 15;000ð1� z1Þ; ð38Þ
1

5000
/7 � nþc1 þ n�c1 ¼ 3: ð39Þ
– Eq. (40) calculates the total VVHP sugar production.
X
\vvhp"2P

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt þ d�c2 � dþc2 ¼ /8: ð40Þ
– Eqs. (41) and (42) are complementary to Eq. (40).
/8 ¼ 25;000z2 þ 30;000ð1� z2Þ; ð41Þ
1

5000
/8 � nþc2 þ n�c2 ¼ 6: ð42Þ
– Eq. (43) calculates the total Crystal sugar production.
X
\crystal"2P

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt þ d�c3 � dþc3 ¼ /9: ð43Þ
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– Eqs. (43)–(45) are complementary to Eq. (41).
/9 ¼ 20;000z3 þ 25;000ð1� z3Þ; ð44Þ
1

5000
/9 � nþc3 þ n�c3 ¼ 5: ð45Þ
– Eq. (46) calculates the total AEHC production in m3.
X
\ethanol"2P

X
k2K

X
t2T

ApktMt þ d�c4 � dþc4 ¼ /10: ð46Þ
– Eqs. (47) and (48) are complementary to Eq. (47).
/10 ¼ 80;000z4 þ 85; 000ð1� z4Þ; ð47Þ
1

5000
/10 � nþc4 þ n�c4 ¼ 17: ð48Þ
– Eq. (49) calculates the total storage cost in period t.
X
p2P

X
e2E

X
t2T

hpetIpet � dþh1 þ d�h1 ¼ /1: ð49Þ
– Eqs. (50) and (51) are complementary to Eq. (50).
/1 ¼ 900;000z5 þ 1;000;000ð1� z5Þ; ð50Þ
1

100;000
/1 þ nþh1 � n�h1 ¼ 9: ð51Þ
– Eq. (52) calculates the total raw-material transport cost from suppliers.
X
f2F

X
t2T

lf tM
00
ft þ d�h2 � dþh2 ¼ /2: ð52Þ
– Eqs. (53) and (54) are complementary to Eq. (51).
/2 ¼ 26;000;000z6 þ 27;000;000ð1� z6Þ; ð53Þ
1

1;000;000
/2 þ nþh2 � n�h2 ¼ 26: ð54Þ
– Eq. (55) calculates the total raw-material cost from supplier m.
X
m2M

X
t2T

CmtM
0
mt þ d�h3 � dþh3 ¼ /3: ð55Þ
– Eqs. (56) and (57) are complementary to Eq. (54).
/3 ¼ 50;000;000z7 þ 52;000;000ð1� z7Þ; ð56Þ
1

2;000;000
/3 þ nþh3 � n�h3 ¼ 25: ð57Þ
– Eq. (58) calculates the total raw-material processing cost.
X
k2K

X
t2T

CKktM
000
kt þ d�h4 � dþh4 ¼ /4: ð58Þ
– Eqs. (59) and (60) are complementary to Eq. (57).
/4 ¼ 9;300;000z8 þ 9;600;000ð1� z8Þ; ð59Þ
1

300;000
/4 þ nþh4 � n�h4 ¼ 31: ð60Þ
– Inequality (61) represents the maximum storage capacity for sugars (Crystal, VHP, VVHP) in period t.
BFpe 6 10;000 8p 2 P; 8e 2 E: ð61Þ
– Eq. (62) calculates the total raw-material processing cost of the process k.
X
p2P

X
i2I

X
l2L

X
t2T

CACpiltDSPpit � dþh5 þ d�h5 ¼ /5: ð62Þ
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– Eqs. (63) and (64) are complementary to Eq. (61).
/5 ¼ 1;500;000z9 þ 1;800; 000ð1� z9Þ; ð63Þ
1

300;000
/5 þ nþh5 � n�h5 ¼ 5: ð64Þ
– Eq. (65) calculates the total raw-material processing cost of the process k.
X
pp2PP

X
t2T

DACS � Cs� dþh6 þ d�h6 ¼ /6: ð65Þ
– Eqs. (66) and (67) are complementary to Eq. (61).
/6 ¼ 1;500;000z10 þ 1;800;000ð1� z10Þ; ð66Þ
1

300;000
/10 þ nþh6 � n�h6 ¼ 5: ð67Þ
The followed are the restrictions pertaining to calculations of energy cogeneration.
– Eq. (68) modeling the balance of stock of bagasse in period t;
Ibt ¼ Ibt�1 þ
X

m

M0
mt

Fibermt

1� UBt

� �
�Mbt 8t 2 T: ð68Þ
– Eq. (69) modeling of safety stock of bagasse in period t;
Ibt P Ibt�1 þ
X

m

M0
mt

Fibermt

1�0UBt

� �
EB 8t 2 T: ð69Þ
– Eq. (70) regulates the passage of bagasse stock;
Ib\T" P EPb 8t 2 T: ð70Þ
– Eq. (71) modeling the production of vapor according to the quantity of bagasse consumed in period t;
MbtRC ¼ VAPt 8t 2 T: ð71Þ
– Eqs. (72) and (73) modeling the balance of high and low vapor pressure of any industrial plant in period t;
VAPt P
X
k2K

M000
kt � CFVAPþ EGt

RCF
8t 2 T; ð72Þ

X
k2K

M000
kt � CFVAPþ EGt

RCF
P
X
k2K

X
p2P

CVAPp � ApktM
000
kt 8t 2 T: ð73Þ
– Eq. (74) modeling the amount of surplus energy that can be consumed in each period t.
EGt �
X
k2K

CFEM000
kt þ

X
k2K

X
p2P

CVAPpApktM
000
kt

 !
¼ EEt 8t 2 T: ð74Þ
– Eqs. (75) and (76) modeling the constraints of production capacity of vapor and electricity in period t.
VAPt 6 VAPMax � nut 8t 2 T; ð75Þ
EGt 6 EGMax � /t 8t 2 T: ð76Þ
– Eq. (77) modeling the total energy cogeneration.
X
t2T

EGt þ d�c5 � dþc5 ¼ 30;000: ð77Þ
– Eq. (78) presents the non-negativity and integrality constraints.
Xkt 2 f0;1g;
Z1; Z2; . . . ; Z10 2 f0;1g;
M P 0; M0

mt P M00
ft P 0; M000

kt P 0;

Dispmt P 0; Ipet P 0; XACpilt P 0;

dþh1;d
�
h1; d

þ
h2;d

�
h2;d

þ
h3; d

�
h3;d

þ
h4;d

�
h4;d

þ
h5; d

�
h5;d

þ
h6;d

�
h6; d

þ
c1;d

�
c1;d

þ
c2;d

�
c2; d

þ
c3;d

�
c3;d

þ
c4;d

�
c4
� P 0;

nþh1;n
�
h1;n

þ
h2;n

�
h2;n

þ
h3;n

�
h3; n

þ
h4; n

�
h4;n

þ
h5;n

�
h5;n

þ
h6; n

�
h6;n

þ
c1;n

�
c1;n

þ
c2;n

�
c2;n

þ
c3;n

�
c3;n

þ
c4;n

�
c4 P 0;

/1;/2;/3;/4;/5;/6;/7;/8;/9;/10 P 0
8p 2 P; 8t 2 T; 8k 2 K; 8l 2 L; 8m 2 M; 8f 2 F; 8i 2 I:

ð78Þ
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The WGP model applied to the same problem would have the objective function (79), same constraints as MCMIGP, without
(38), (39), (41)–(45), (47), (48), (50), (51), (53), (54), (56), (57), (59), (60), (63), (64), (66), (67), because these excluded con-
straints are all related to the uncertainties (/i) over right-hand side coefficients considered by MCMIGP.

þ � þ � þ � þ � þ � � þ
( )
MinD ¼ dh1 þ dh1 þ dh2 þ dh2 þ dh3 þ dh3 þ dh4 þ dh4 þ dh5 þ dh5 þ dc1 þ dc1

þd�c2 þ dþc2 þ d�c3 þ dþc3 þ dþc4 þ d�c4 þ d�r þ dþr þ d�c5 þ dþc5

: ð79Þ
5. Applications and comparisons of the MCMIGP and WGP models to a Real Company Mill

The company mill (CM) that was studied is a sugar and ethanol producer situated in southeast Brazil. CM is able to pro-
duce various types of sugar: VHP, VVHP, Crystal; one main type of ethanol fuel: sugarhouse co-product such as molasses; and
some sub-products such as filter mud, bagasse, vinasse and fuel oil. In a typical harvesting season, CM crushes 1.4 million
tons of sugarcane and produces 120 thousand tons of sugar and 90 thousand m3 of ethanol.

The present case study was conducted using data from the 2008/2009 harvesting seasons and, between harvests, the aim
was to analyze whether the proposed model could improve the corresponding aggregate production planning. For reasons of
confidentiality, we are working with proportional economic values in compliance with the CM’s conditions to provide the
data for this research.

For both MCMIGP and WGP models applications, an Intel (Core i7) 1.252 GHz processor, with 8 GB RAM and max turbo
frequency and operational system from Microsoft 64 bits was used. The model was solved using the modeling language
GAMS 23.6.2 with the optimization solver CPLEX 12.2.1. The total time consumed for MCMIGP model optimization was
2.85 h, and the total time for WGP model optimization was 1.9 h.

The optimal solution for MCMIGP is shown in Table 2. Interesting data to be observed in Table 2 are the differences ob-
tained in columns (a) and (b); this comparison shows the relative gap in both results. Analyzing Table 2, it can be observed
that the MCMIGP model produced more ethanol than sugar, especially AEHC ethanol (difference of 2.91% from the CM re-
sult). It was also observed that VVHP sugar was favored in detriment to Crystal and VHP sugar.

Another observation concerns the overall industrial efficiency: both plans involved almost the same values (0.66% diver-
gent), which means that, technically, the MCMIGP model solution is close to the CM plant’s reality. Notwithstanding, the
most important result exposed in Table 2 is the total variable revenue result. Analyzing this important issue, we note that
the model total variable revenue is 9.59% higher than the result obtained by the CM plant for this season.

Also, we obtained: Z1 = Z2 = Z3 = Z4 = Z5 = Z6 = Z8 = Z9 = Z10 = 0, Z7 = 1 that is all these goals, associated with /1 = 1,000,000;
/2 = 26,000,000; /3 = 50,000,000; /4 = 9,600,000; /5 = 1,800,000; /6 = 1,500,000; /7 = 15,000; /8 = 30,000; /9 = 25,000;
/10 = 85,000. From the results we realize that goals c1, c2, c3, c4, and h4 has reached the aspirations levels exactly.

In the sequence, the same problem was formulated and solving using WGP model, considering Gh1 = 900,000;
Gh2 = 26,500,000; Gh3 = 50,000, 000; Gh4 = 9,500,000; Gh5 = 1,700,000; Gh5 = 1,500,000; Gc1 = 15,000; Gc2= 30,000;
Gc3 = 25,000). The results are in Table 3.

Analyzing Table 3, it can be observed that the WGP model indicates that it must produce more ethanol than sugar, espe-
cially AEHC ethanol (difference of 0.75% from the CM result), and that VVHP sugar was favored in detriment to Crystal and
VHP sugar. Another observation concerns the overall industrial efficiency: both plans involved almost the same values (0.44%
divergent), which means that, technically, the WGP model solution is also close to the CM plant’s reality.

Notwithstanding, the most important result exposed in Table 3 is the total variable revenue result. Analyzing this impor-
tant issue, we note that the WGP model’s total variable revenue is 8.29%, higher than the result obtained by the CM plant for
this season.

From the WGP model results, we realized that goal Gc1 has a negative value (�983) under aspiration level 15,000; goal Gc2

has a positive value (+420) over aspiration 30,000; goal Gc3 has a positive value (+1956) over aspiration level 25,000; goal Gc4

has a positive value (+684) over aspiration level 85,000. The total deviations in percentage by goals Gc were 3.48%. About the
goals of the variable costs, the following results obtained: goal Gh1 has a positive value (+1682) over aspiration level 900,000;
Table 2
Result comparison between CM planners and the MC-GP model.

(a) MC-GP (b) Company Mill 2007/2008 ½ða� bÞ=b� Difference

Crystal 26,956 (ton) – –
VHP 15,000 (ton) – –
VVHP 30,200 (ton) – –
Total sugar 72,156 (ton) 68,000 (ton) 6.11%
AEHC 86,818 (m3) 84,360 (m3) 2.91%
Final industrial efficiency 90.9 (%) 90.3 (%) 0.66%
Contribution margin 10,122,578 ($) 9,236,894 ($) 9.59%
Energy 29.000 (MW) 28.500 (MW) 1.75%



Table 3
Result comparison between CM planners and the WGP model.

(a) WGP (b) Company Mill 2007/2008 ½ða� bÞ=b� Difference

Crystal 26,956 (ton) – –
VHP 14,017 (ton) – –
VVHP 30,406 (ton) – –
Total sugar 71,379 (ton) 68,000 (ton) 4.97%
AEHC 84,991 (m3) 84,360 (m3) 0.75%
Final industrial efficiency 90.7 (%) 90.3 (%) 0.44%
Contribution margin 10,022,578 ($) 9,236,894 ($) 8.29%
Energy 28.887 (MW) 28.500 (MW) 1.3%
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goal Gh2 has a positive value (+176,000) over aspiration level 26,500,000; goal Gh3 has a positive value (+767,000) over aspi-
ration level 50,000,000; goal Gh4 has reached the aspiration level of exactly 9,500,000; Gh5 has a positive value (+47,350) over
aspiration level 1,700,000; goal Gh6 has reached the aspiration level of exactly 1,500,000. In short, the total deviation, in per-
centage, for goals Gh was 5.17%.

It is interesting to note that the solution of MCMIGP model is better than that of the WGP model’s solution because is
more balanced on the nine goals. In fact, according to Chang [28], the more the aspiration levels, the better the solutions
found in the proposed MCMIGP model.

These results encourage the use of the MCMIGP model to support decisions in the aggregate production planning. Man-
agers could adopt a planning strategy with decreasing horizon, firstly solving the model by considering all weeks of the har-
vesting season and then, as soon as each week’s data are made available, by taking into account only the remaining weeks
until the end of the season. With this strategy, the aggregate production planning and analysis become routine and the im-
pact of data uncertainty is minimized.

Another issue, concerning the application of this aggregate production-planning model is the fact that the agronomic con-
sequences of the changing weather upon harvest from each of the sugarcane sources are not directly taken into consider-
ation, as we consider the sugarcane quality as an input parameter of the model. That impact could be minimized with
the application of the MCMIGP model.
6. Conclusions and future research directions

This paper presents MCMIGP and WGP models for aggregate production planning, distribution, and energy cogeneration
of a Sugar and Ethanol Milling Company. Both models were applied to a real aggregate production-planning problem in a
Brazilian Sugar and Ethanol Milling Company (MC), and the MCMIGP performed better.

The MCMIGP model provides useful insights for decision makers, helping them to better comprehend the variables and
important issues that are being considered. The MCMIGP provides a robust and feasible way for solving multi-objectives
decision-making (MODM) problems, which involves either-or-choice/multi-choice of aspirations levels.

The MCMIGP model application can be viewed as a decision aid to help administrative managers to make better decisions,
regarding problems of sugar and ethanol mills. The superiority of the proposed model was observed through a real applica-
tion to solve problems of sugar and ethanol milling companies. The total time consumed during optimization MCMIGP was
superior to the time consumed by the WGP model. This occurred because the MCMIGP model includes a greater number of
binary variables and constraints.

All goals (variable cost and total production of product p) were fully optimized by MCMIGP model, and the MC’s staff val-
idated results. It is important to note that all questions in Fig. 3 can be fully answered:

(a) How much raw-material must be obtained from each supplier, see system (29);
(b) Which raw-material transport supplier must be hired to transport the raw sugarcane, see system (29). Observe that, in

the case presented in this paper, only one transport supplier was considered;
(c) How much raw-material must be crushed, see system (29).
(d Which raw-material processing must be used, see constraint (33).

(e) How much of each product must be stored, see constraint (28).
(f) What shall be the type of storage, see constraint (36). However, in the case presented in this paper, only one type of

storage was considered.
(g) How much product p must be exported in period t, see constraint (62).
(h) Which is the ideal aspirations level for each goal (represented by the values of variables /1;/2; . . . ;/10).

Besides those actions, it may be suggested to the Sugar and Ethanol Milling Company that they should adopt a decreasing
planning horizon strategy, as explained in the end of previous section, in order to minimize the impact of data uncertainty.
Finally, the impact of a changing weather over the quality of sugarcane during harvest can be minimized with the application
of the MCMIGP model.
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The results of this study are promising and encourage other research efforts. Here are a few suggestions for future
researches:

– Analyzing the effects of uncertainties in the input parameters of the model by Fuzzy Sets, Sensitivity Analysis or other
techniques [51–53];

– Analyzing the application of response surface methodology in the industrial costs matrix [54].
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